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Abstract
The first condominium, gated housing estate in Croatia was built on the outskirts of Zagreb. The new
settlement under name Hotoville, is located on the 12 hectares of flat land and it is going to have
almost 25 hundred contrary to the firstly planned one thousand residents. At the beginning, it was
planned to have 130 mostly single family houses, six 10-apartments buildings and shopping center.
As project had been developed, number of dwelling units has grew up and size of dwelling units were
reduced. That was reflection to the market and buyers demand. At the end there are 567 dwelling
units and possibility for almost 2500 residents in the settlement.
All project has been run quite fast (in the Croatian circumstances). In February 2004. when master
plan had not been fixed yet, three architects separately made projects for types of houses and
buildings. Ten houses were supposed to be built first to be exhibited as exemplars for promotion and
to accelerate selling . Construction work started in September 2004. and all settlement had to be
erected in 300 working days.
What made changes and correction of initial plans? Economy , location , architecture , master plan or
fast run process? Probably all together. Are changes for bad or good? We will get and learn proper
answers following the Hotoville experience and life run through.

1.INTRODUCTION
In the twenties and thirties , period between the WW1 and WW2 , in Zagreb, the Croatian capital,
there were built dozens of settlements with low rise housing. It was alike in neighboring European
countries and world. They were in range from very modest standards for the lower class of people, up
to the settlements with better equipped and more comfortable houses for the established middle
class. Some successful examples were: The Invalids&Istrians Settlement (1930, architect I.Zemljak),
The Croatian Saving Bank Settlement for people of average income (1935) and Cvijetno (Floral)
Settlement for upper middle class, with modern architectural style houses (1939, architect V.Antolic).
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Figure 1. Settlement for Invalids & Istrians

Figure 2. First Croatian Saving Bank Settlement

After WW2, in the period of socialistic state, city housing policy was to build high rise
neighborhoods of five to ten thousands of people. But on the outskirts of city, in suburban area, low
rise housing was growing – some without proper urban control. In the sixties and seventies good
examples were settlements: Dubec, Brestje, Trnovcica and Retkovec (built for the people who lost
their houses in big flood , with 841 small houses located on an area of 30 hectares ). In some urban
pockets small low rise settlements were built , too. The Vocarsko Settlement , four rows of houses
with 65 dwelling units on the area of about 2 hectares was built for the university teachers (1964,
architects V.Ivanovic & M.Maretic)

Figure 3. Low-rise settlements Trnovcica and Dubec

Figure 4. Prefab type of house in Retkovec

In the last couple decades, in spite of significant low rise housing construction, there were not
noticeable new settlements and master planned community of this kind in Zagreb- not until the last
year.
2.LOCATION
On the distance of 15 km from the very center of Zagreb, these days city of almost one million , there
was one empty area of about 12 hectares (30 acres) flat land. It belongs to the community of
Sv.Nedjelja (St. Sunday) on the road to Samobor , 5 km distant picturesque town, in suburban space
with family houses, small workshops, and several big shopping centers in around.
That is place for the first low rise settlement in Zagreb in the last decade, and first gated
condominium type all around protected , ever done in Croatia . These days, it is the most important
residential construction work all over the city of Zagreb.
3.ROLES IN PROCESS
3.1. Developer
Owner of the land, creator of the idea, decision maker, all the time deeply involved in all phases and
the leader of the project , has been a successful businessman Horvatincic Tomo, a man of ideas and of
enormous working energy . Before this enterprise, his Ho-To company (sixty employed ) had run
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successful renewal of an urban block and erection 22 floors skyscraper- both done in short period (130
and 200 days). Elaboration, development and the process of realization of the condominium project
has been run through Ho-To, as well as, all financing, legislative and jurist matters, loans, dealing with
bank, with contractors, promotion and marketing.
It was Horvatincic's idea of closed, protected one gate settlement, aimed to the families of young,
successful managers, sportsman and people from show-biz . Young established elite would "live in
nature" (it was first planned name for the settlement) and have all benefits of city life nearby .

3.2 Planner(s)
Several architects and planners (Zoran Hebar, at first) had worked on plan for about 130 single family
houses and one shopping and multipurpose , center for the both residents and outside consumers. At
first, an artificial lake was supposed to be a landmark and attraction of the settlement . Latter it was
substituted with "central park". Urban planner had to adjust the standards for houses according to the
existing regulation all around and construction code, set up the roads and to draw the plots for the
houses. Proposed sites were of 400 m2, recommended parcel 16 by 25 meters, four levels –basement,
ground, first floor and loft space- all together 400 m2 gross area of closed space. Mostly it would be
single family detached houses, but few might be with 2 or 3 dwelling units. House had to be the least
3 meters from the neighbor lot. Two cars had to be parked in house garage. (Neither an idea of
border parking and pedestrian walkway to houses, nor examples from Austria and Finland were not
taken into the consideration). Very attractive planners idea was elimination of fences among the
neighbors, common care for all vegetation and horticulture in settlement that it will raise a park like
feeling . There will be 25.000 m2 of green areas in settlement.

Figure 5. Map of Hotoville settlement

Figure 6. 3D presentation of settlement

3.3."rent-a-architects"
In the February 2004. when the plan of settlement had not been fixed jet ( and will not be until June
2004.), three architects, Boris Duplancic, Drazen Juracic and Lenko Plestina (myself) were asked to
give solution for the types of houses- type with one, type with two and type with three dwelling units.
Architect Boris Frgic was in charge for the shopping center.
It seemed to us architects , that size of 400 m2 gross or about 340 m2 net area is a bit large for this
purpose on this spot. My first proposal was to avoid basement, excavation of ground and the garage
access over the steep ramp. It meant less square meters and cheaper house. Garage should be on
ground level, both with some auxiliary space, protected summer terrace with grill and swimming pool
in garden, bedrooms/bathrooms should be on first floor, and living/dining with terrace on the top.
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Views from there would be more attractive, especially to the lake (at that phase) then from ground.
Probably I had photo of Le Corbusier on the Pessac terrace somewhere in my mind. I thought that
this concept would help to set up the house on different parcel concerning the access and orientation.
Architect Juracic proposed elevated ground for a half of storey where living/dining will be put, and
that scheme was accepted for all types. Architect Duplancic instead of single family houses , offered a
bigger type with ten smaller apartments, considering the variety of possible clients (singles, less
solvent clients, etc). Although at the first talks , that proposal was absolutely rejected, later on it was
accepted for a very limited offer, and finally it was one of the most asked and built type.
After one month of work, in March 2004. architects gave their solution of house types, and investor
could use it in the way upon his will.

Figure 7a. Lenko Plestina: Types of houses #2, 6, 7

Figure 7b. Dražen Juracic: Types of houses #1, 5, 8

Figure 7c. Boris Duplancic: Types of houses and residential building H1
3.4. Elaboration
In April 2004. an office of 4-5 very young architects led by experienced architect Ivanisevic, was
established inside HO-TO Corporation, to develop project further, to unified details in all three
architects proposals, and to modify according the interest of buyers. They fixed the final scheme of
settlement and run through the hardworking process of getting all different building permissions. They
made some slight correction in plans and elevations of houses, latter modified some types radically,
elaborated and coordinated numerous structural and installation projects made in offices aside.
Some their changes, as in examples of triple deck house with three units, each floor one, reducing
three to two bedrooms , two to one bathroom, on the same area, it seems to me as serious failure. Any
dwelling unit with three bedrooms has many advantages and better performances than with two.
Typical middle class family with two kids needs three bedrooms (!).
Areas of single family houses were increased without proper reason over the ex-limit of 400 m2, what
meant that already expensive house become more expensive (!).
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Figure 8.An apartment in triple-decker #9: a)designed by L.Plestina; b)elaborated by HOTO- group

3.5.Promotion
In July 2004. a strong promotion of settlement was launched through the mass media, under new
name "HOTO-VILLE". It was offered 127 villas of nine different types and 6 buildings with smaller
apartments of 40 – 120 m2. It was expected to be a community of 1000 people. There were a quite
interest for, and it was announced that "all mini-town was almost sold "(September 2004).
Main advertising points were: Quality (of materials, brick, oak tree parquets etc. but "firm and safe
entrance door"=?), Architecture (modern design, projects of leading Croatian architects, large glass
openings, plenty of light), Nature (without noise, parks and tamed horticulture, ecological and clean
area), Security (fence protected settlement with security guard) and Shopping (exclusive shops,
different services). Slogans were: " let's built future with respect for tradition" and "to live is nice, but
nice living is more beautiful".
Very strong promotional campaign was run all the time during the period of construction, saleadvertisements has appeared until these days, and it has been sign that initial expectation of an easy
and fast selling was not fulfilled.

Figure 9. Promotional advertisements for houses, apartments and HOTO-shopping center
3.6. 300 contractors
On the September 23, site was open and construction began "to be finished in about 300 days". They
started with main infrastructure works and with ten different types of houses close to the entrance, to
be exhibited to possible buyers. So they could choose a type of house, and available site. According to
the buyers interest, that particular types will be erected.
It is understandable that some data for the time being are confidential and business secrets, but some
facts has been changed. In the April it was announced that HOTO-VILLE will have 569 dwelling
units, with about 2500 inhabitants, and that "one half of the settlement is sold".
More than three hundreds different firms as contractors have been working , very often days per week,
twelve hours per day. All rough construction work has been done completely , and for the time being
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it seems that will not be postponing the terms of finishing the project. In June ,2005. zone A, a bit
more than one quarter of settlement, was open, and in October,2005. all settlement was completed.

Figure 10. The settlement during erection (load bearing brick walls and reinforced concrete slabs)

4.NOTICES, ANALYSES, OBJECTIONS
4.1. Economical aspect
Very first idea was to be the highest possible dwelling standards with lowest possible selling prices.
There were thoughts of about 1000€/m2 Contemporary prices in Zagreb vary in range from 10003500€/m2 depending if it is a house or an apartment, periphery or center, flat south or hilly north.
Average income of total population in Croatia is about 600€ per month. Income of an University
professor is 1200€, Croatian GDP in 2005. is 7.500 € per capita (in the USA 25.000 €)
Anyway all what market offers eventually gets buyers.
Hotoville project was of worth 61.000.000 €. First announced prices were from 1150-1250 € /m2.
(July 2004). Because of extra expenses for the roads and communal infrastructure (expected to be done
by Sv.Nedjelja community) prices grew up to 1350 €/m2 in buildings and 1460 €/m2 in houses.
(September 2004). That prices were available until the time of settlement opening, and it made costs:
.
bedrooms
m2
cca total price
ONE FAMILY HOUSE
4(+)
415
600.000€
SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE
3-4
190-240
280- 350.000 €
in TRIPLE DECKER flat
2
105-145
150-210.000 €
in BUILDING flats
2
83-90
110- 120.000 €
1
56- 60
75- 80.000€
.
0
40
55.000€
Number of attractive amenities offered in the settlement meant some costly maintenance . It was
important that future residents would be able to stand it.

Figure 11. Hotoville shopping center with all kinds of shops and services (bank, post office, pharmacy,
doctor, cosmetic, fitness, wellness, hair dress, cafe, restaurants, kindergarten etc.), 11.500 m2 of useful
areas, was finished in also in October 2005 , almost as planned / architect: Boris Frgic
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4.2. architectural comments
Although all around houses in the area are mostly with affiliation toward traditional style and with
vernacular touch, and although general taste of people toward houses is very conservative, both planer
and developer did not object toward modern style houses offered by three architects. As a mater of
fact, some previous architectural solution of other architects made with pitched roofs traditional styling
was rejected by Horvatincic. Initial stand was that young elite favors modern (?).
In design of houses, some special attention was not paid to the fact that they would be located in
protected settlement. Living/dining by the ground (instead on the top?) level became less important
because eventually single family houses has disappeared through selling. Large glass openings
(pointed in advertisement) has been reduced slightly, probably for the sake of savings. In the types
that I designed , expression of openings has been changed in a way. Horizontality of continuous ribbon
window , was substituted with more solitary openings.

Figure 12. House in Cvjetno (1939)

Galic's House (1938)

L.Plestina: type #2

Both of us, architect Juracic and myself concluded that slightly slanted flat roof is the best both
technically and aesthetically , both safe and modern. Very strong reference is in the Cvijetno
Settlement houses . Similar roof is on the respected Croatian architect Galic's own house from
1932/38 where I worked on the renewal project in the '90s.I offered here feeling of similar roof
hovering, but through realization that idea got weakened a bit. I 'd also prefer mono-color scheme for
the houses to let colors of plants around to be more noticeable, and some strong color details.
In my opinion , expression of fence is too warning and dominant. Possibly some horticultural
solutions, even with clumping thorny plants, would fit better. Definitely , design of the gate was one
of the most important details here, because of first contact and first impression of settlement. Also, I
assume that something will become symbolic feature of settlement, sign of community and Hotoville
identity.
4.3. Sociological aspect
Young successful residents and an elite community was preliminary intention. Tomo Horvatincic and
his wife , it is announced, are living there. As far as known, none of other Croatian celebrities has not
bought place here yet.
Interest for smaller apartments in Hotoville grew up. Contrary , for the single family detached and
semidetached houses interest is missing. The number of residents and density has been risen. Projected
one thousand became twenty five hundreds (density more than 200 inhabitants/hectar) and quite
probably sociological profile has been changed, too. Instead of high middle class, lower middle class
residents has appeared. That might weaken an idea for protected, defensible settlement, what is for
the time being , only example in Croatia.
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Figure 13. Triple decker #9 in the process of erection
It is noted that one out of three new master planned community in California is protected settlement,
and that sort of condominium is spread all over the world. In the period of socialism, whose
theoretical aim was abolishing differences among the classes and different social stratum, there
were quite mixture of people in residential space. After democratic changes and capitalistic run
economy, it is to be expected some sort of economical, sociological and spatial segregations. It still
has not radically happened. Besides, level of mass safeness in Croatia is quite favorable these days,
and general insecurity still is not an issue .
Fenced settlement and rigorously controlled gate might rise feeling of importance of higher standard
space, desired fortress, being a classy people , but also may provoke thoughts of crime, robberies and
insecurity in society, connotation of military camp, hospital campus or factory area . Some might
remind feeling of kibbutz communities. One gate control of 2500 people , their friends and guests,
service workers and probably occasional visitors and strollers , might be an unpleasant activity. It
would be interesting to know how it works in Five Oaks, Dayton, Ohio, USA, where 5000 residents is
behind gate in protected condominium.

Figure 14. Built edifices in zone A: type #5, types #6,9,7 and building with flats H1
5.conclusion: LEARNING FROM HOTOVILLE
The Hotoville , first condominium type settlement in Croatia started its life. Houses and multi
dwelling buildings , shopping center, roads, horticulture and parks are erected , nice and decent
settlement is noticeable. Occasionally, several happenings and fests for tenants and guests has been
organized, and some sort of a small town life style has been promoted.
For the time being, there is a still free room and vacant apartments in this small town. About 60 % of
dwelling units are inhabited . The newest advertisements offers prices from 1390€ to 1560€ per square
meter for available selling flats.
In any cases , many things, rather good than bad, will be experienced and noticed here. Either
success or failure, Hotoville might become model community overhere with us, or "one way"
experiment. In the near future, it will give us many lessons.
Definitely, we in Croatia could learn a lot from our first low rise gated settlement Hotoville.
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